Background
==========

Wnt induced signaling pathways play essential roles in development and disease \[[@B1]-[@B3]\]. Currently, two initiation models of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway have been proposed as illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\[[@B4]-[@B6]\]. One could be referred to as the sequential recruitment/amplification model, in which Wnt stimulation is proposed to recruit the scaffold protein AXIN to approach the membrane through the bridging interactions between frizzled (FZD) and dishevelled (DVL), as well as between DVL and AXIN. GSK3 (glycogen synthase kinase 3) in association with AXIN thereafter is able to phosphorylate the LRP5/6 PPP(S/T)P motif near the membrane. Initial phosphorylation creates a docking site for AXIN and thereby recruits additional AXIN-GSK3 to promote further LRP6 phosphorylation \[[@B7]\]. The second model is the signalosome/aggregation model. Recent results showed that a signalosome is formed by aggregated LRP6 and AXIN when Wnt is present. Clustering of LRP6 leads to the phosphorylation of T1479 by CK1γ (casein kinase 1γ) and subsequent phosphorylation of the PPP(S/T)P motif by GSK3 \[[@B8]\]. Phosphorylated LRP6 recruits AXIN resulting in the disruption of the "β-catenin destruction complex", which comprises AXIN, APC (the tumor suppressor *Adenomatous polyposis coli*), GSK3 and CK1α \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. This results in the stabilization of a cytoplasmic pool of β-catenin. Free β-catenin enters the nucleus and activates gene transcription by binding to the TCF/LEF (T cell factor/Lymphoid enhancer factor) family of transcription factors \[[@B11]-[@B13]\]. Thereafter, the activation of LRP5/6 is indispensable to initiate the downstream intracellular Wnt signaling cascade, in order to stabilize β-catenin.

LRP6/LRP5/Arrow belongs to a subfamily of LDL receptors (LDLR) \[[@B14]\]. Human LRP6 is a type I single-pass transmembrane protein. Its modular extracellular domain has three basic domains; the YWTD (tyrosine, tryptopan, threonine and aspartic acid)-type β-propeller domain, the EGF (epidermal growth factor)-like domain, and the LDLR type A (LA) domain. This region has crystal structures present in PDB database \[[@B15]-[@B17]\]. During signaling pathway initiation, Wnt binds the cysteine-rich domain of FZD proteins and exhibits a Wnt1-dependent association with LRP6 extracellular domains *in vitro*\[[@B18],[@B19]\]. However, the interaction between Wnt and LRP6 is weaker compared to the interaction between Wnt and Frizzled \[[@B18]\]. It is therefore more likely that a LRP6-FZD complex binds to the LRP6 extracellular domain. After deletion of its extracellular domain, LRP6 protein could still activate the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway \[[@B20]\].

![**Two proposed initiation models of canonical Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathways.** In the sequential recruitment/amplification model (left), Wnt-induced FZD-LRP6 complex formation promotes initial LRP6 phosphorylation via DVL recruitment of the AXIN-GSK3 complex. Initial LRP6 phosphorylation provides docking sites and thereby recruits additional AXIN-GSK3 complex to promote further LRP6 phosphorylation if LRP6 multimerizes. In the signalosome/aggregation model (right), Wnt induces clustering of LRP6, leading to its phosphorylation by CK1 and subsequently by GSK3 and recruitment of AXIN.](1471-2105-12-S13-S13-1){#F1}

The LRP6 intracellular domain is rich in prolines and serines. Sequence alignment shows that it includes a S/T cluster and downstream five reiterated PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) motifs, each of which contains a PPP(S/T)P motif phosphorylated by GSK3 and juxtaposed to a CK1 phosphorylation site \[[@B21]\]. Such dual phosphorylation is essential to stabilize the pool of β-catenin in the cytoplasm \[[@B22]\]. The phosphorylation of the S/T cluster has also been characterized, particularly the phosphorylation of T1479 by CK1γ \[[@B8],[@B23]\]. It is believed that the phosphorylated S/T cluster promotes downward PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) phosphorylation \[[@B24]\]. He's group previously showed that a LRP6 mutant lacking most of the intracellular domain is a loss-of-function \[[@B18]\]. In addition, a truncated LRP6 comprising its transmembrane and intracellular domain is constitutively active in Wnt signaling transduction \[[@B25]-[@B27]\]. A single PPP(S/T)P motif transferred to a LRP6 variant lacking the extracellular domain activates the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. Phosphorylated PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) motifs provide docking sites for AXIN, which associates with GSK3 to promote proximity to LRP6 \[[@B28]\]. So far, no stable structure has been obtained from this isolated and contiguous LRP6 intracellular domain in current structure databases. The LRP6 intracellular domain is expected to be natively unstructured (unfolded or disordered) since its composition is enriched with proline whose conformation is limited \[[@B4],[@B15],[@B21],[@B29]\]. There has been little study on the conformational behavior of LRP5/6 before activation, when Wnt induces signal transduction.

No matter which initiation model applies to the canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway, the conformation of LRP6 has to face spatial constraints imposed by (i) the plasma membrane and (ii) a nearby molecule or molecular assemblies, which could be neighboring LRP6 molecules or a Wnt-FZD-DVL-AXIN-GSK3 assembly. We hypothesize that these two spatial constraints would restrict LRP6 intracellular domain conformational space and so cause its conformation to adopt a more extended or elongated form before it is activated and docked by AXIN. We applied our TraDES software package \[[@B30]\] to simulate the conformational space of the LRP6 intracellular domain, as well as constraints to demonstrate an elongated conformational change of this domain occurs during Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway initiation. We also tested whether close packing can induce a statistically observable structural change in an ensemble of unfolded states in a sequence independent manner.

Results
=======

LRP6 intracellular domain is predicted to be unfolded
-----------------------------------------------------

No stable structure has been documented for the LRP6 intracellular domain in current structure databases. This region is expected to be natively unstructured because it is enriched with proline and serine. Several protein disorder prediction tools predict that this region is disordered or unfolded. Figure S1 (in the Additional File [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) gives the prediction results from disorder predictors; RONN \[[@B31]\], IUPred \[[@B32]\], Globplot \[[@B33]\], PONDR-FIT \[[@B34]\] and FoldIndex \[[@B35]\]. This unfolded intracellular protein region most probably tends to have random coiled conformations, which auto-inhibits the structure itself to avoid interactions with other molecules \[[@B36]\]. Like most other disordered protein regions, it exists as an ensemble of structures which can be generated by TraDES in this simulation study.

Radius of gyration distribution
-------------------------------

Radius of gyration (Rgyr) measures the openness of the whole structure. A structure with a larger Rgyr has more sparse atoms within it. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} displays the Rgyr distribution of the initial conformational ensemble (before filtration) in the LRP6 intracellular domain simulation experiment. The number of generated conformers and average Rgyr are provided in the second column in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Conformers with different values of Rgyr were checked. It was observed that conformers with smaller Rgyr have more compact structures; while, conformers with larger Rgyr tend to adopt more open or extended conformations. In this distribution, the conformation of the generated conformers changes from compact, to more open, to more extended as their Rgyr increases. Simulation experiments were carried out both for the LRP6 intracellular domain (ICD) and the control sequence. See results in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. A Unix script was written to obtain 10000 conformers that pass Constraint 1 and Constraint 2 (δ = 20.0Å) out of the initial structural ensemble. These 10000 conformers were then filtered by Constraint 2 with parameter δ set to 5.0Å and 10.0Å. This parameter represents the distance from the vertical plane to the plane defined by the transmembrane helix and origin point (0,0,0). The average Rgyr of the structural ensemble gets larger after each constraint is applied, as shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In both the LRP6 intracellular domain and control sequence simulation experiments, after each filtration, conformers in the structural ensemble surviving from the spatial constraints tend to possess more open or extended conformations. This was also indicated by the observation that after each constraint more fractions of structural ensemble appear to have Rgyr larger than the average (i.e. the Rgyr distribution curves of structural ensembles after Constraint 1 and Constraint 2 shift to the right of the Rgyr distribution curve of the initial structural ensemble). In addition, when the distance δ gets smaller, the average Rgyr in the structure ensemble that survived following Constraint 2 gets bigger.

![**Rgyr distribution of the initial conformational ensemble before filtration.** Conformers shown in the graph are some examples in the initial conformational ensemble of LRP6 intracellular domain. The number below each conformer is the value of its radius of gyration. A conformer with a smaller value of radius of gyration has a compact conformation (the structure on the left). A conformer with a larger value of radius of gyration has an extended conformation (the structure on the right). Two conformers with a mean value of radius of gyration are shown in the middle.](1471-2105-12-S13-S13-2){#F2}

###### 

Rgyr simulation results for LRP6 intracellular domain.

  LRP6 ICD simulation   Initial structural ensemble   Structural ensemble after constraint 1   Structural ensemble after constraint 2             
  --------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------- ---------
  **No. Structures**    396339                        36025                                    10000                                    4939      2192
  **Average. Rgyr**     42.5726                       46.4323                                  47.4313                                  48.3623   48.7313
  **Minimum. Rgyr**     20.7308                       23.1174                                  23.1174                                  26.1774   26.1774
  **Maximum. Rgyr**     98.6045                       95.0215                                  95.0215                                  95.0215   95.0215

###### 

Rgyr simulation results for control sequence.

  Control sequence simulation   Initial structural ensemble   Structural ensemble after constraint 1   Structural ensemble after constraint 2             
  ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------- ---------
  **No. structures**            181833                        33556                                    10000                                    5632      3276
  **Average. rgyr**             44.1536                       47.9429                                  48.7239                                  49.6311   59.7834
  **Minimum. rgyr**             20.4266                       22.1955                                  23.8913                                  24.7448   27.1459
  **Maximum. rgyr**             101.0442                      101.0442                                 93.7720                                  93.7720   92.3932

The control sequence has LRP6 transmembrane region and poly(Pro-Ser)~50~ polypeptide substituting LRP6 intracellular domain. The theoretical maximum Rgyr for a completely extended chain (a polypeptide containing 100 Gly residues, i.e. poly(Gly)~100~ polypeptide) is calculated from TraDES to be around 90Å. The poly(Gly)~100~ polypeptide is constrained to take a β-strand conformation in its trajectory distribution file (Phi = -119; Psi = 113; Peak Magnitude = 100).

![**Rgyr distributions and end-to-end distance distributions of D1 for LRP6 intracellular domain and control sequence.** The upper left graph displays the Rgyr distribution for LRP6 intracellular domain at δ set to 20.0Å, 10.0Å, and 5.0Å. The lower left graph displays the Rgyr distribution for control sequence at δ set to 20.0Å, 10.0Å, and 5.0Å. The upper right graph displays the D1 distribution for LRP6 intracellular domain at δ set to 20.0Å, 10.0Å, and 5.0Å. The lower right graph displays the D1 distribution for control sequence at δ set to 20.0Å, 10.0Å, and 5.0Å.](1471-2105-12-S13-S13-3){#F3}

End-to-end distance distribution
--------------------------------

Five end-to-end distances with equal length were calculated in the LRP6 intracellular domain simulation experiment. Each distance contains at least one conserved PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) motif. See Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. For each end-to-end distance, the difference between the average Rgyr of the initial structural ensemble and that of the structural ensemble after Constraint 1 is provided in the column titled as "∆mean (Constraint1)". The difference between the average Rgyr of the initial structural ensemble and that of the structure ensemble after Constraint 2 under different values of distance δ are shown in the columns under the title of "∆mean (Constraint2)". For both the LRP6 intracellular domain and control sequence, out of the five end-to-end distances, the distribution of D1 displays largely increased mean values of the structural ensembles after each constraint. This was indicated by the positive differences in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. It also proves that after each constraint the average value of D1 gets larger. In Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the D1 distribution curves of structural ensembles after Constraint 1 and after Constraint 2 move to the right of the D1 distribution curve of the initial structural ensemble. Meanwhile, more fractions of structural ensemble after each constraint are found at a larger value of D1 on the distribution curves. This indicates that the region corresponding to D1, within the LRP6 intracellular domain conformers in the surviving structural ensemble, prefers an elongated or extended conformation. This region starts right from the beginning of the LRP6 intracellular domain and extends to the end of the first PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) motif. It is the closest membrane region inside the LRP6 intracellular domain. Additionally, as the distance δ gets smaller, the mean of D1 of the structural ensemble after Constraint 2 also gets bigger. However, for both the LRP6 intracellular domain and control sequence, the rest four end-to-end distances'(D2-D5) distributions show no prominent changes compared to the change in D1 distribution after applying each constraint and furthermore they overlap with each other as seen in Figure S2 (in the Additional File [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

###### 

End-to-end distance simulation results for LRP6 intracellular domain.

           Length   Motifs contained       start-end   ∆mean (Constraint1)   ∆mean (Constraint2)             
  -------- -------- ---------------------- ----------- --------------------- --------------------- --------- ---------
  **D1**   103aa    S/T cluster; Motif 1   24-126      12.7220               17.5067               21.9135   24.2415
  **D2**   103aa    Motif 1&2              64-166      0.8405                1.9484                2.4047    2.7648
  **D3**   103aa    Motif 1,2&3            106-208     -1.3586               -2.7764               -2.8862   -3.0856
  **D4**   103aa    Motif 2,3&4            124-226     -1.6533               -3.5066               -3.4477   -3.5721
  **D5**   103aa    Motif 2,3,4 &5         141-243     -1.4545               -3.1360               -3.1388   -3.3186

The table shows the length, motif contained, starting and ending positions in LRP6 simulation sequence, and the differences between the average Rgyr of structural ensembles after each constraint and the initial structural ensemble.

Discussion
==========

LRP6 intracellular domain structure ensemble favors an elongation form when the Wnt/β-canonical pathway initiates
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the LRP6 intracellular domain simulation experiment, greater proportions of the structural ensemble after each spatial constraint are observed to have Rgyr of a larger value than the average in comparison with the initial structural ensemble (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It shows that the two spatial constraints make the LRP6 intracellular domain likely to adopt a more open or elongated conformation. The plasma membrane and neighboring assemblies formed by Wnt-FZD-DVL-AXIN-GSK3 or neighboring LRP6 aggregation could limit the LRP6 intracellular domain to form fewer numbers of random coiled structures. Instead, the LRP6 intracellular domain tends to form more elongated conformations as the spatial constraints exclude its volume near the membrane in the cell. *In vivo*, plasma membrane and nearby assemblies or molecules could result in a natural elongation of the LRP6 intracellular domain when a Wnt signal triggers the pathway. Such elongation behavior might grant kinases CK1 and GSK3 open access to the phosphorylation sites within the LRP6 intracellular domain, and subsequently LRP6 could be activated through these phosphorylation events. We propose that when the Wnt pathway initiates, the LRP6 intracellular domain is elongated to reduce the auto-inhibition before it is activated.

A conformational change occurs to the LRP6 intracellular domain structural ensemble after applying spatial constraints. It is intriguing to investigate if any conformational change could occur in the subsequences within the LRP6 intracellular domain during Wnt canonical pathway initiation. The distributions of the five calculated end-to-end distances could reflect the openness of the subsequences in the LRP6 intracellular domain. The first end-to-end distance D1, which measures the openness of the region that is closest to the membrane on the LRP6 intracellular domain. The distribution curves for D1 show that this region gets longer in more conformers out of the structural ensemble after filtration (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that this near-membrane region in the LRP6 intracellular domain elongates or extends when its conformational space is limited by the plasma membrane and nearby assemblies or molecules. Such an extended conformation could allow CK1 to more easily reach the S/T cluster and initiate phosphorylation. This may also explain the experimental finding that S/T cluster phosphorylation by CK1 promotes the downward activation of the PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) motif \[[@B8],[@B23],[@B24]\]. On the contrary, the end-to-end distances D2, D3, D4, and D5 hardly show any changes in their distribution curves between original and filtered structural ensembles (See Figure S2). The means of these distributions of structural ensemble after filtration are in fact smaller than that of the initial structural ensemble. This suggests the regions corresponding to these distances are on average less extended in the conformers surviving from filtration. The protein regions corresponding to the five end-to-end distances are gradually further away from the transmembrane helix, which determines the location of the plasma membrane. The region corresponding to D1 is the closest to the plasma membrane followed by D2. The observations on the distribution curves of these distances suggest that the spatial constraints exclude to a great extent the volume of the LRP6 intracellular domain at the near-membrane location in the cell.

Additionally, the same behaviors are observed in Rgyr distributions and end-to-end distributions in the simulation experiment as for the control sequence. We observed structural changes that can be demonstrated in a hypothetical sequence with as much as 50% proline and 50% serine. Such changes could function as a mechanism by which high rates of mutations could be tolerated whilst conserving function. Hence, it can be concluded that such an elongation process induced by membrane and neighboring assembly/aggregation is sequence independent but maybe compositional dependent.

Effects of the two spatial constraints
--------------------------------------

Near-membrane serves as the key point in the simulation study. The membrane-anchor issue has been discussed in several published papers that claimed the LRP6 intracellular domain needs anchoring to the membrane to process signaling \[[@B15]\]. Arrow/LRP5/LRP6 mutants without the extracellular domain with which to anchor to the membrane constitutively activate the β-catenin pathway in mammalian cells. The LRP5 intracellular domain is unable to activate the signaling pathway unless it is anchored to the membrane \[[@B25]-[@B27]\]. In the simulation, the horizontal plane mimics the constraint imposed by the membrane plane. The vertical plane mimics the constraint imposed by nearby assemblies or molecules. Experiments show that the components in the assembly, for example, DVL, AXIN and GSK3 accumulate near the membrane when Wnt interacts with FZD and initiates the pathway \[[@B7]\]. Furthermore, CK1 that is responsible for the S/T cluster phosphorylation events is a near-membrane kinase \[[@B23],[@B37]\]. The second constraint also occurs near the membrane. If the second constraint is more stringent and the vertical plane gets closer to the conformer (i.e.δ gets smaller), the spatial volume of the conformer is excluded more. Such an excluded volume effect forces the conformer of the LRP6 intracellular domain to go through an elongation process. We propose this elongation might be necessary for the phosphorylation of the LRP6 intracellular domain. Liu and colleagues \[[@B27]\] demonstrated that a truncated LRP6 comprising of its transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains is expressed as a constitutively active monomer whose signaling ability is inhibited by forced dimerization. Also, Wnts are shown to activate canonical signaling through LRP6 by inducing an intracellular conformational switch which relieves allosteric inhibition imposed on the intracellular domains. This paper published in 2003 is the only one until now on the conformational behaviour of the LRP6 intracellular domain through experiments. There is however no evidence to prove such a conformational switch in terms of indicating the changes in the LRP6 intracellular domain structural ensemble. In the paper published by Yasui *et al*. \[[@B38]\], the authors conclude that the LRP6 extracellular domain does not form homodimers in solution and speculate that weak dimerization may occur only at the cell surface where the receptors are confined in the 2D plane. In our current simulation study, we focus on the conformational change of LRP6 intracellular domain under spatial constraints in the initiation of the canonical Wnt signalling pathway. Our results show that the spatial constraints cause the structural ensemble of the intracellular domain to adopt an extended or elongated form which relieves the allosteric inhibition. This provides another explanation for why wild-type LRP6 and LRP6 mutant without an extracellular domain behave differently with or without the presence of Wnt. The LRP6 mutant without an extracellular domain is free from the auto-inhibitory effect imposed by its extracellular domain. The LRP6 intracellular domain anchored to the plasma membrane only faces the spatial constraint caused by the plasma membrane. It can adopt a more open or elongated conformation to relieve the auto-inhibition caused by this unfolded region itself, to allow CK1 and GSK3 access. For wild-type LRP6, without the presence of Wnt, membrane constraint is not enough to relieve the auto-inhibition caused by its extracellular and intracellular domains. It requires another constraint to relieve the auto-inhibitory effect caused by the extracellular domain. When Wnt is present, it forms a complex with FZD and interacts with the LRP6 extracellular domain. Though this interaction may be weak, the conformational space of the LRP6 intracellular domain is excluded. The domain is therefore forced to adopt a more open or extended structure for it to reduce the tension. Wnt-FZD hence imposes another spatial constraint to LRP6. In the initiation complex, Wnt is not the only component; FZD, DVL, AXIN and GSK3 also participate in the process. Hence, they together could form the second spatial constraint on LRP6 to amplify the reduction of auto-inhibitory effect. Such amplification would be helpful to the activation of the LRP6 intracellular domain and the stabilization of β-catenin. Our model and results can help explain the results obtained by Liang *et al* who recently discovered that the previously functional unknown protein TMEM198 is able to promote LRP6 phosphorylation in the Wnt signalling pathway. TMEM198 functions as a membrane scaffold protein, assembling kinases and substrates into a higher-molecular-weight complex prior to phosphorylation, but it promotes LRP6 phosphorylation through a mechanism independent of FZD and DVL \[[@B39]\]. Like FZD, TMEM198 could recruit CK1 as well as other molecules to form a nearby molecular assembly close to LRP6. Any nearby assembly, together with the membrane, can impose the spatial constraints to the conformational space of the LRP6 intracellular domain so that this region will be elongated for kinases CK1 and GSK3 to gain easy access for phosphorylation. Liang *et al*. observe TMEM198 to associate with LRP6, however, unlike FZD, the interaction is likely mediated by the transmembrane domains between LRP6 and TMEM198 which can bring the TMEM198-CK1 complex more close to LRP6. The findings in Liang *et al*. also demonstrate that near-membrane is the key point in the simulation model. The interaction between TMEM198 and LRP6 at transmembrane domains takes place at the membrane plane. It amplifies the vertical spatial constraint by recruiting CK1 which is near-membrane localized. The spatial constraints can come from any nearby molecules or molecular assemblies. These include neighboring LRP6 molecules in the signalosome/aggregation model, Wnt-FZD-DVL-AXIN-GSK3 assembly in the sequential/amplification model or other discovered molecular assemblies such as the TMEM198-CK1 complex reported in the paper by Liang *et al*.

Elongation makes the phosphorylation of unfolded protein regions easier
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We proposed that the elongation form may be required for the phosphorylation of the LRP6 intracellular domain. Since there is no structure for the LRP6 intracellular domain present in the structural databases, we used a structure complex \[PDB:1CMK\] to demonstrate that in a general case, elongation is required for phosphorylation taking place in the conformation of an unfolded protein region. \[PDB:1CMK\] contains a cAMP dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit and its inhibitor, a 22aa long peptide binding to the kinase catalytic site. The simulation procedure is provided in the Additional File [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We constructed a 100mer sequence that includes the binding peptide in the middle and a repeated proline-serine extending to both terminals. We used TraDES to generate a structural ensemble with the constructed sequence. Out of the 347426 conformers generated, 10000 passed the aligning, merging and crashes-checking requirements. These survival conformers are available for docking. Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows some examples of the conformers that are available and unavailable for docking. We calculated the Rgyr and end-to-end distances of Region 1-40, Region 31-70, Region 61-100 along the sequence and compared the distribution curves between 10000 conformers that are available for docking and 347426 conformers that are not available for docking (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S3 in the Additional File [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We used a t-test to see whether there is a big difference between the means of the datasets (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). For Rgyr and end-to-end distance of the three regions, the p-values are significantly small (p\<2.2e-16). This indicates that the structures available for the kinase to access and bind on average have larger Rgyr and longer end-to-end distances. We can therefore say that the structural ensemble available for docking becomes more open and elongated for kinases to access through. This proposition fits as elongation can reduce the auto-inhibition of the unfolded protein's random coiled structure. In general, the elongation form induces the phosphorylation sites to become more exposed so that kinases may easily interact.

![**Simulation results from the study on structure \[PDB:1CMK\]** A. Examples of the generated conformers of the constructed 100mer peptide. The conformers are aligned to the peptide in \[PDB:1CMK\] complex. (Left): Conformers not available for docking. The regions near binding site appear to be more random coiled. For a conformer unavailable for docking, the root mean squared distance (RMSD) of the alignment between the binding peptide and the binding region in the constructed peptide is bigger than the threshold 0.5. (Right): Conformers available for docking. B. Rgyr distribution and end-to-end distance distribution for D31-70 for the constructed 100mer peptide. The left graph displays the Rgyr distribution for the constructed 100mer peptide. The right graph displays the end-to-end distribution of D31-70 for the constructed 100mer peptide.](1471-2105-12-S13-S13-4){#F4}

###### 

T-test results on the constructed 100mer peptide.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  t test                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------- -------------
  **Alternative hypothesis:**\                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  **True difference in means is less than 0, i.e. the mean of undocking conformers' Rgyr or end-to-end distance is less than that of docking conformers**                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                            **Mean of undocking conformers**   **Mean of docking conformers**   **p-value**

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  **Rgyr**                                                                                                                                                  28.4383                            31.4704                          \<2.2e-16

  **D1-40**                                                                                                                                                 40.0255                            41.8216                          \<2.2e-16

  **D31-70**                                                                                                                                                43.6516                            48.8396                          \<2.2e-16

  **D61-100**                                                                                                                                               40.2149                            41.3728                          1.032e-14
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The table shows t-test results on the Rgyr distributions and end-to-end distance distributions of docking and undocking structural ensembles of the constructed 100mer peptide.

Conclusions
===========

We compared the Rgyr distributions of structure ensembles of the LRP6 intracellular domain before and after applying spatial constraints. We observe that the whole structure becomes open or extended and find that the near-membrane region appears to be elongated with given horizontal and vertical spatial constraints. During the initiation, the spatial constraints caused by the plasma membrane and nearby assemblies or molecules force an elongation form to dominate the conformational space of the LRP6 intracellular domain. We demonstrated that such an elongation process is required for unfolded protein structures because it can relieve the auto-inhibitory effect and grant kinases easy access. The near-membrane LRP6 intracellular domain extension could expose the S/T cluster phosphorylation site for CK1, which subsequently promotes downward PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) phosphorylation events. This study elaborates details on the activation of LRP6 through its conformational change in the current Wnt/β-catenin pathway initiation models. TraDES provides a new way to investigate signal transduction mechanisms through computational simulations and bioinformatics methods. More importantly, it demonstrates a way to study the conformational behavior of other proline-rich unfolded protein regions including those in signaling pathways and mechanobiological systems. The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway plays important roles in cancer and diseases. The LRP5/6 mutation is responsible for bone density disorders, ocular disorders and disorders of cholesterol and glucose metabolism. The findings in this study could pave the way to the development of new therapeutics through structure based drug design with the consideration of spatial constraints imposed by cellular components. Experiments proposed to validate the LRP6 elongation model are single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (SM-FRET) and time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (TR-FRET). TraDES was originally validated with successful comparison to TR-FRET distribution \[[@B30]\]. SM-FRET and TR-FRET have been applied to study the conformations of full-length p53, which has both folded and intrinsically disordered domains \[[@B40]\]. SM-FRET can measure the radius of gyration of the LRP6 intracellular domain. TR-FRET can measure the end-to-end distance distribution within the LRP6 intracellular domain. Collectively these experiments will provide significant validation of the findings presented in this study.

Methods
=======

Generation of conformers of LRP6 intracellular domain
-----------------------------------------------------

The conformers of the LRP6 intracellular domain were generated using programs VISTRAJ and FOLDTRAJ from TraDES package \[[@B30]\], by providing the corresponding segment sequence. The sequence used was the 1613-residue LRP6 precursor retrieved from Uniprot database with definition line:

\>sp\|O75581\|LRP6_HUMAN Low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 6 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LRP6 PE=1 SV=1

The 19-residue signal peptide region was deleted from the N-terminal. As the extracellular domain from residue 20 to residue 1370 has its structure derived from X-ray diffraction in PDB database with accession ID "1N7D" \[PDB:1N7D\], this region was also deleted. The regions containing transmembrane and intracellular domain were taken as the segment sequence (residue 1371 to residue 1613) to generate conformers. The segment sequence was used in VISTRAJ to generate a trajectory distribution file for LRP6 intracellular domain, which contains the probabilistic distribution of φ / ψ angles in Ramachandran space for each residue in the segment sequence. This segment is predicted to be unfolded and has no apparent secondary structure. The "standard" method was used with no secondary structure predictions added. In this way the trajectory generated for each amino acid residue was based on its observed distribution of φ / ψ angles in a non-redundant subset of the PDB database. The trajectory distribution file was then manually edited to constrain the 23 residues from N-terminal side (T1371-I1393) to take an α-helix conformation by replacing their random trajectory distribution with a helical distribution (Phi = -57°; Psi = -47°; Peak Magnitude =100). This was used to do the first filtration of the structural ensemble. The modified trajectory distribution file was next used by FOLDTRAJ to generate all-atom structure models of LRP6 segment sequence. FOLDTRAJ generates off-lattice unbounded all-atom protein structures by amino acid residue random walks. The φ / ψ angles of the residues are obtained by sampling the Ramachandran space based on the trajectory distribution, and side chain rotamers are sampled from backbone dependent rotamer frequencies. Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} displays examples of generated conformers of LRP6 intracellular domain.

![**Illustration of the spatial constraints.** A. Ten aligned conformers of LRP6 intracellular domain which are not filtered by any spatial constraints. They are free to explore a spherical shaped conformational space. B. Constraint 1: Horizontal Plane Ten aligned conformers of LRP6 intracellular domain which pass the horizontal spatial constraint, i.e. membrane plane. They can explore a hemispherical conformational space. Signal peptide and extracellular domain are deleted. The transmembrane region (23 residues) is constrained as an α-helix. C. Constraint 2: Vertical Plane Ten aligned conformers of LRP6 intracellular domain which pass both horizontal and vertical spatial constraints. They are free to explore a smaller transected hemispherical shaped conformational space. The vertical constraint is imposed by the Wnt-FZD-DVL-AXIN-GSK3 assembly. δ is the distance between the vertical plane and transmembrane helix.](1471-2105-12-S13-S13-5){#F5}

Filtration of structural ensemble of LRP6 intracellular domain
--------------------------------------------------------------

The conformers generated have no geometrical boundaries other than the steric hindrance of the sequence itself. However, *in vivo*, LRP6 is a transmembrane receptor and its intracellular domain would have its available conformational space limited by the cell membrane. If a structure generated has part of the peptide penetrating the plasma membrane, the conformation is not feasible *in vivo*, so we exclude it from the structure ensemble through a defined horizontal plane mimicking the plasma membrane plane. During Wnt signaling pathway initiation, the assembly Wnt-FZD-DVL-AXIN-GSK3 or neighboring LRP6 molecule gets to the proximity of a LRP6 molecule. This will cause a second steric constraint to LRP6 intracellular domain. We defined a vertical plane perpendicular to the plasma membrane plane in order to further filter the structure ensemble. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows some conformers of LRP6 intracellular domain that pass only Constraint 1 (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) or both Constraint 1 and Constraint 2 (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

### Constraint 1: horizontal plane

In order to filter out the conformations that having part outside cell membrane, a program was developed to test whether a generated structure is in a conformation that can be bounded by a membrane. This check is done by constructing a virtual plane at the trans-membrane site (Residue I1393), which is perpendicular to the inner membrane helix region. The rest of residues that should be inside the membrane are checked for whether they lie on the opposite site of the plane of the inner membrane helix. A unix shell script was written to filter ensembles of structures that pass this constraint test in batches.

### Constraint 2: vertical plane

To further filter the structural ensemble and simulate the situation when an assembly or a neighboring molecule gets close to LRP6, a program was developed to test if a conformation is bounded by a plane that is between the intracellular domain of LRP6 and a neighboring object. We built another virtual plane at a distance δ of 5.0Å, 10.0Å and 20.0Å to the trans-membrane helix. All the residues should locate on one side of this plane. Another unix shell script was written to complete this constraint based filtering.

Measurement
-----------

Under each constraint, we measured the Radius of Gyration (Rgyr) to see the openness of the whole structure. In the meantime, the end-to-end distances with equal residues were measured to see the openness of LRP6 intracellular subsequences containing conserved PPP(S/T)PX(S/T) motifs. We can determine whether there is a conformational change by comparing the distributions of Rgyr end-to-end distances of the structural ensembles under each constraint.

### Measurement of radius of gyration

The generated structures by TraDES package are stored in NCBI ASN.1 format. It contains the locations of all the atoms inside the structure including hydrogen. Thus the distances between atoms and the radius of gyration could be calculated directly from the locations of the atoms. Radius of gyration is a measure of the dimensions of the peptide chains in polymer physics. It is defined as follows:

Where *r~k~* is the position of individual atoms of the structure and *r~mean~* is the mean position of the atoms (defined as the center of gravity of the structure). Radius of gyration is a root mean square distance of individual atom to the center of the structure. The higher the radius of gyration is, the sparser the atoms are in the structure. Therefore, this term can measure the openness of the whole structure.

### Measurement of end-to-end distance

The end-to-end distance is defined by the distance between the α-carbon of the residues with a number of residues in between. The exact distances are those between C24 and S126, G64 and V166, T106 and L208, E124 and S226, T141 and S243. The averages of the end-to-end distances over large population indicate the openness of the subsequence within LRP6 intracellular domain.

The Rgyr distribution and end-to-end distance distribution
----------------------------------------------------------

The Rgyr distributions (fraction of population in structural ensemble vs Rgyr) after Constraint 1 and Constraint 2 are plotted to compare the openness of structure ensemble. If mean of Rgyr has a shift to a higher value, it would indicate that the structure prefers an open and extended conformation based on the application of physical constraint. The end-to-end distance distributions after Constraint 1 and Constraint 2 are also plotted to compare the openness of the LRP6 intracellular domain subsequence. If average end-to-end distance turns larger, it indicates the subsequence within LRP6 intracellular domain favors an open and elongated form.

Control experiment
------------------

A control sequence with the same length of LRP6 segment containing a transmembrane and intracellular domain was constructed. The control sequence has LRP6 transmembrane region and repeated proline-serine peptides substituting LRP6 intracellular domain. Conformers were generated using TraDES constraining transmembrane portion to adopt an alpha helix. This initial structural ensemble was then filtered by Constraint 1 and Constraint 2. Rgyr and end-to-end distances were calculated and plotted into distribution curves. The control sequence is the following. TNTVGSVIGVIVTIFVSGTVYFIPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSSPSPSPSPSPSPSPS PSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPS PSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPS PSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPSPS

Program development
-------------------

All the programs developed for Constraint 1 and Constraint 2 are based on NCBI C toolkit, MMDBAPI and libraries in TraDES package (<http://trades.blueprint.org/>). MMDBAPI implements data structures for describing biological sequence and 3D structure data and tools for easy access and manipulation of data, either in file system or in memory, based on ASN.1 standard. The TraDES package contains powerful function to manipulate and analyze the 3D structure of proteins such as aligning proteins by SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) method and to calculate Rgyr of structures. Shell scripts are created for processing and analyzing the structure ensemble in batch. The file format for storing 3D structures is .val file that can be visualized by Cn3D program from NCBI, or converted into PDB format. The whole simulation process can be viewed in the flow chart (Figure S4 in the Additional File [5](#S5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).
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###### Additional File 1

**Figure S1 Analysis of the human LRP6 protein \[Swiss-Prot:O75581\] using different predictors** The graphical output of each method and the corresponding interpretation is shown. The precise boundaries of ordered and disordered regions were derived from the corresponding text output (not shown). The intracellular domain is unfolded, whereas the extracellular domain is folded/ structured.
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###### Additional File 2

**Figure S2 End-to-end distance distributions of D2 to D5 for LRP6 intracellular domain and control sequence** The upper panel displays the D2 to D5 distributions for LRP6 intracellular domain at δ set to 20.0Å, 10.0Å, and 5.0Å.The lower panel displays the D2 to D5 distributions for control sequence at δ set to 20.0Å, 10.0Å, and 5.0Å.
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###### Additional File 3

Simulation procedure to obtain the constructed peptide's structural ensemble that is available for docking to the catalytic site in structure \[PDB:1CMK\]
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###### Additional File 4

**Figure S3 End-to-end distance distributions of D1-40 and D61-100 for the constructed 100mer peptide** The two graphs display the end-to-end distributions of D1-40 and D61-100 for the constructed 100mer peptide.
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###### Additional File 5

Figure S4 Flow chart of the simulation process on LRP6 intracellular domain
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